**New Food Contact Rules welcome**

The latest Food Contact Rules were introduced in May 2017 and apply to the placement of food contact materials in the EU. FEVE supports the introduction of Food Contact Legislation as it gives FEVE members the confidence to operate in this dynamic market space. FEVE is working actively with the European Commission (in particular with the DG SANCO) to ensure that the rules will be implemented in a harmonised way across all 28 EU countries. The new rules have been set to achieve a step change in the food contact legislation, which is now the same across all EU countries.

**Glass Unquestioned Leader in the Luxury Packaging Sector**

In its latest study 'The GOB-Celebrity Bid to Reinforce Glass Awareness' – based on an independent survey by毫无疑學院–, the Glass Packaging Institute (GPI) has found that 85% of Europeans would recommend glass packaging to their friends and family.

This Autumn, the Europe-wide independent survey by the Glass Packaging Institute reveals that the world’s most prominent glass producers are working closely with consumers to encourage a sense of identity anchored in history and design. The study found that 85% of Europeans would recommend glass packaging to their friends and family.

**The Future of Sustainable Packaging**

Sustainable packaging solutions that embody a strong and transparent corporate social responsibility identity anchored in history and design.

According to the report, sustainability has become a central tenet of the modern luxury consumer. The survey found that 85% of Europeans would recommend glass packaging to their friends and family.

**Glasstech and Packaging Waste Directive**

The Packaging Waste Directive will be undergoing further changes in the near future. As it was recently announced that the Packaging & Environment Fund (PEF) will be delayed once more till April 2018. One of the most recent issues for the glass packaging industry has been with the remodelling of data that have uncovered gaps and some fundamental setbacks.

The Glass Packaging Institute (GPI) is the voice of the glass packaging industry promoting sustainability and environmental responsibility. The GPI is an independent organization representing glass packaging manufacturers, material suppliers, bottlers and marketers throughout the world. The Identity program is focused on promoting the sustainability of glass packaging and is supported by the United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals.